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"My score
increased
14 points^.

CLASSES ARE STILL OPEN THIS SUMMER IN

GUADALAJARA, MEXICO!
D0N7 MISS OUT!
NEXT INFORMATIONAL MEETING:

...on the LSAT and now I'm going to my
1st choice law school! I recommend Kaplan to
anyone who wants a high score."

APRIL

- Rafael Castellanos
University of Chicago Law School '02

12:30PM
4m

IN FI90
FOR MORE INFORMATION,
CALL PROF. JU8RAN AT X5983,
OR STOP BY FI06
FOR AN APPLICATION!

Class starts April 8. Call to enroll!

KAPLAN
1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com AOL keyword: kaplan
*LSAT is the registered trademark of the Law School Admissions Council.
"Performance comparison between Kaplan s diagnostic (a real LSAT) and an actual LSAT exam.
Rafael s score should not be taken as an Indication of what the average student or students In general can expect to achieve.

Kaplan gets you in.
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Enjoy Summer in San Diego while earning college credit.

WHAI CAN YOU EXPECI?
• Unlimited check writing
• 51 monthly fee
• Overdraft protection

IT'S FREE WITH YOUR CHECKING ACCOUNT'
If has the power of o VISA Card, and the
convenience of on AIM cord
NO onnuo! fee
\
'
Phene Registration Ends
Fridau. March 24

CREDIT LIMIT UP 10 55.000'
* Low rate & low annual fee
• Overdraft protection option for

Walk-in Registration Starts
Toesdaq. March 23>
Bulletins available in Founders IMr
The Special Sessions Office,
or bg calling 26G-4&G9.

*Register early, as some coursesfill-up quickly!

• NO tinonce charges

.

\__ -

»Provides fRLf AIM access at 200- Son Diego
CO-OP Network locations

your checking account
• Worldwide cosh access of cny AIM

Join today & bring in
This ad for a

FREE
CALCULATOR
or TRAVEL MUG
(While supplies lasl)

Metropolitan
Credit Union
619/297-8409
Si tee is waived and ch»-ckim; at count earns
dividends when a Si.s<»<' «iveiak',»- daily balance
is maintained
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Chemistry labs old but
Grant Meyers • Staff Writer
USD may be 50-years- training provided to students
young, but at least one of is more than adequate.
"[The students] are
its facilities are feeling the
trained extensively and are
years.
Students and faculty required to wear goggles and
must take special precau gloves while doing experi
tions when working in the ments," Harrington said. "I
Camino chemistry labs do not put them or myself or
which have been used anyone else into any dansince the College for ger.
Everyone who works in
Women opened in 1952,
three years after the uni the labs must watch safety
versity
charter
was films and read a study sheet.
Professors and their teaching
granted.
These precautions in assistants also have a train
clude censoring certain ex ing manual that catalogs all
periments that could pose lab safety procedures.
Sanding response proto-,
particular harm to students
cols
are in place in the event
and residents alike.
Despite the age of the of an accident, and each lab
building, professor Tho features ceiling sprinklers
mas Harrington, chair of and showers.
"The university is very
the chemistry department,
that
the
safety
well equipped and ready to
assures

handle any problems," said
Barbara Hughes, field super
visor and acting operating
manager for Public Safety.
"The training has been extensive.
As with other campus
emergencies, accidents in the
chemistry labs should be re
ported to Public Safety, who
will then contact the appro
priate agencies, such as the
fire department or hazardous
materials management.
"In the 13 years I have
been here," Hughes recalls,
"there have only been a
couple of small instances.
[Camino Hall] is old but very
well equipped."
Plans are underway to
construct a state-of-the-art
science facility on the lower
Olin parking lot.

PAULINA WESTERLIND

Precautions: The Camino chemistry labs have been used
since the College for Women opened in 1952, three years after the
university charter was granted.

Balinese art comes to USD

AS This Week

Grace Picaino • AS This Week

Today, March 23
A celebration of Balinese art
and culture will convert the Forum
into the exotic land of Bali for stu
dents and faculty to enjoy on
March 25, 8 p.m.
Professors Christopher Adler,
Ph.D., of the Music Department
and Dr. Lance Nelson of Religious
Studies Department are organizing
this event, but sponsorship comes
from several organizations on cam
pus.
Sponsor include: the Depart
ment of Fine Arts, Theology and
Religious Studies, USD Commit
tee on Academic Initiatives, USD
Faculty and Curriculum Diversity
Program and AS Cultural Arts.
The inspiration for this project
comes from the presence of inter
national renowned Balinese
dalang (shadow puppet, music and
dance master) I Nyoman
Sumandhi, under the support of the
Center for World Music, who is lo

cated in San Diego.
Sumandhi was bom in the village
of Tunjuk, Bali in 1944. He is the
son of renowned Bapak Rajek, one
of Bali's greatest topeng (dancers and
puppet masters).
As a dalang, he has mastered all
aspects of Balinese theatre, dance and
music, in addition to the oral tradi
tions of Balinese religious and folk
lore.
Sumandhi and his wife, Ni Putu
Sutiati (an accomplished Balinese
dancer) will be based in San Diego,
where they will be working with the
Center's World Music in the Schools
program.
Part of the Festival will include a
Saturday evening concert of Balinese
gamelan (percussion orchestra) mu
sic, court dance and puppet theatre.
The performance is free to USD
students, faculty, and staff. However,
there is a general admission of $8 for
the general public

•
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Primary
UC Foyer from 11 a.m.
- 5 p.m.
Millennium Street Scene on Marian Way dur
ing Dead hours

Friday, March 24
• Boat Bash from 8 p.m. to 12 a.m. on the
William G. Evans Boat behind the Bahia Hotel
• Special Olympics

Saturday March 25
•
•

"Night in Bali" in UC Forum at 8 p.m.
Special Olympics

Sunday, March 26
•

Special Olympics

Ttiesday, March 28
•

Directorship Informational in Maher 207
from 1 - 1:30 p.m.

Wednesday, Mar. 29
•

General Election in UC Foyer from 11 a.m.
5 p.m.
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Society & Culture Life at USD

A born leader
Mandy Van Benthuysen
Michelle Marsili •

Traveling the country
and giving speeches at con
ventions are not typical ac
tivities for a 19-year old.
Then again, Mandy Van
Benthuysen, a native San
Diegan, is not your typical
college sophomore.
At the age of four, doc
tors diagnosed Mandy with
a limb-girdle muscular dys
trophy disorder. One of 40
different types of neuromus
cular diseases, the limbgirdle disorder that affects
Mandy causes progressive
weakness and deterioration
of the muscle.
At Arizona State Univer
sity, Benthuysen juggles a
full school schedule, while
she also participates in soror
ity life with Kappa Kappa
Gamma and maintains a po
sition as Youth Ambassador
for the Muscular Dystrophy
Association.
Benthuysen occasion
ally uses a motorized scooter
or wheelchair to get around,
but she still enjoys college
life and says it is a wonder
ful way to meet people.
When she talks to youth
groups, she emphasizes both
the importance of volunteer
ing and the fact that she is not
that different from them, de
spite having muscular dys
trophy disorder.
The MDA is a voluntary
health agency that funds 400
scientific research teams
worldwide. Scientists re
searching the disease have
made advances in treatments
and cures for several musclewasting disorders.
Jerry Lewis, the MDA
National Chairman, hosts the
annual "Jerry Lewis Tele
thon" over Labor Day week
end.
With Ed McMahon as
telethon anchor and perfor
mances from stars including
Martin Short, Whitney Hous
ton and Mariah Carey, this 21
-hour variety show raises
funds for "Jerry's kids."
"Mandy is a standout in

Staff Writer

Serving others:
Mandy Van
Benthuysen, an
Arizona State
University sopho
more, maintains a
position as Youth
Ambassador for the
Muscular Dystrophy
Association. One of
Benthuysens duties
is participating with
Jerry Lewis, the
MDA National
Chairman, in the
annual "Jerry Lewis
Telethon."

every sense of the word,"
Lewis said. "She and her fam
ily have made incredible con
tributions to MDA's lifesaving
mission, volunteering ever
since Mandy was a young
child."
This past year, the telethon
raised a record-breaking $53.1
million, and was broadcast on
200 television stations nation
wide. The telethon was also
webcast live on the Internet in
English, Spanish and Japa
nese.
Entering her fourth year as
an MDA National Youth

Chairperson, Benthuysen has
graced the covers of national
magazines such as Parade and
has been featured in many
newspapers. She is involved
in a muscular dystrophy-re
lated event about once a
month, and said that the MDA
is very supportive of her
school schedule.
Benthuysen is the first
Youth Ambassador to be af
flicted with the disease. As a
representative for the MDA,
her goal is to raise money for
the foundation.
"Mandy is a bright, articu

late, beautiful and outgoing.
She's a great ambassador with
a ready smile and just the right
words to keep young and older
Americans involved with
MDA," said Lewis.
"I love sharing the stage
with her every Labor Day."
Benthuysen takes about
three to four trips around the
country during the year and
works with organizations such
as the Kappa Alpha Order in
Richmond, Va., and DECA, a
group of marketi ng students in
Louisville, Ky.
Mike Kasem, son of leg-

endary radio and TV person
ality Casy Kasem, is one of
Benthuysen's predecessors.
He was named National
Youth Chairman of the MDA
in 1994, and appeared on the
Jerry Lewis telethon. He later
went on to host MTV's "Al
ternative Nation."
When asked what the
most important advice is she
can give, Benthuysen said, "I
would tell high school and
college kids to volunteer and
help other people. It makes
you a better person all
around."

Life at USD

Insight

The technology that kills us
Is the benifit of technology worth the loss of human interection?
Jason Kerkmans
There is no doubt about
it: we are in the midst of a
technological revolution.
Each and everyday the col
lective genius inside our
computers advances. A
smaller and smaller ma
chine can do more and
more.
The Internet is at our
fingertips, promising to
open up endless amounts of
information. We can check
our email from a cell
phone, buy groceries with
out getting off the couch
and may soon be able to
own a personal robot that
can help us do all of those
things that take up precious
couch time.
It is easy to see all of
the benefits that this tech
nological revolution has
provided. Information and
communication can be

• Insight Editor
passed between two people in
a fraction of the time it used
to take.
Common software appli
cations make it easier for us
to write and edit papers, do re
search and organize our lives.
But, at what price does all
of this comfort come?
The price, as with any
revolution, is high. The ma
chine that was created to sim
plify and advance human life
has also made us slaves to that
machine.
It may be all but impos
sible to imagine going
through college without such
tools as spell check and the
Internet, but it is because we
rely so heavily on the com
puter that we are missing out
on the advantages of a pre-information technology world.
The Internet is filled with
a great amount of informa

tion, but web sites are usually
designed to be minimal and
simple^ where a rough outline
of information is presented in
a user-friendly way.
The lack of information in
most websites means that they
are still inferior to any wellwritten book about the same
topic. Websites rarely have indepth information.
More so, the student that
becomes so adapted to finding
his or her information on the
Internet loses the skills that are
needed to perform extensive
research on a topic.
There is another way to
look at the advances of tech
nology in the world. It is of
ten said that the computer and
the Internet are only making
the world smaller.
A smaller world allows
businesses to better serve cus
tomers' needs. In a smaller

world, I can respond to a
friend in Katmandu while
looking at images of the
Himalayas on my computer
screen.
In fact many more people
are shopping, playing and
working on the Internet. But
the result of this is a world in
which people have less and
less personal interaction with
each other.
It is even possible to take
classes over the Internet at
many universities around the
country. Such a forum for
learning may be easier and
more economical, but it is
hard to imagine that the stu
dent is going to learn as much
as he or she would if they
were in direct contact with a
professor.
It is even easier to see the
results of technology on ado
lescents today. Most college

PAULINA WESTERLIND

Worth the convienance?: The future looks bleak when
our generation prosper or suffer in this phenomenon?

the cost of technological advances is the sacrifice of human contact. Will

students today grew up as
technology was advancing.
However, those grow
ing up in the last ten years
have never known a time
without computers and
video games. They are
stuck in front of a computer
at a very young age and are
told to amuse themselves.
The result is more chil
dren staying inside with
their faces fixed to a com
puter screen. Just spend
some time around a neigh
borhood with children liv
ing in it and you will most
likely see more evidence
that kids aren't outside
playing but are mesmer
ized by a glowing screen.
One can only speculat
what the future holds for
our world. If the advances
of computer technology
continue at their current
rate, the possibilities are
endless.
It is possible that
computers the size of pen
cil erasers that will tell
you when and what to eat,
machines that may con
nect to your brain and type
what you are thinking so
you don't have to say a
word.
If it is important to
keep the dangers of such
a world in mind before
jumping into that techno
logical euphoria.
Is it possible to create
a machine too advanced
for humans to handle?
Students our age now
will be the architects of
some of the most amazing
advances in computer
technology, and one can
only hope that they don't
take it too far and create a
world in which we truly
are slaves to the machine.
Such would be the tragic
flaw of our generation.

"SQUATTERS RIGHTS"

DEADLINE
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Tomorrow - March 24
By exercising your "Squatter's Rights" you can:
* Keep Your Room Assignment
Continuing students currently living on campus
are entitled to their present bed spaces from year to year.
* Select Your Roommates .
Each chosen roommate needs to fill out
the necessary forms and pay the $200 Deposit
at the Housing Office by March 24.
See the current Live! for more detailed information
about exercising your "Squatter's Rights". You can
also contact the Housing and Residence Life Office
located in the Mission Crossroads Building.

Housing and Residence Life Office 260-4777
www.housing.acusd.edu
Restaurant

FOR THE
FIRST TIME
EVER:

ADVENTURE ASIA
SLIDESHOW .

$20,000

WHEN: 27 MAR. 7PM-8PM

CASH BONUS
PLUS
$50,000
FOR
COLLEGE.
Choose to serve in one of the
Army's top-priority occupational
skills, and you could receive a cash
bonus of up to $20,000, if you
qualify. Plus, earn up to $50,000
in money for college through the
Montgomery G.I. Bill and
the Army College Fund, if
you qualify.
Find out more about these great
Army benefits. Talk to your local
Army recruiter today. It could be
one of the most rewarding calls
you've ever made.
San Diego

(858) 748-5655

ARMY.
BE ALL
YOU CAN BE!
www.goarmy.com

953 Garnet Avenue, Pacific Beach

RSVP MANDATORY, LIMITED
SEATING...CALL DEB BY FOR
RESERVATION: 858-270-9211
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PARIS

$398

AMSTERDAM

$462

LONDON

$295 .

MEXICO CITY

$269

MADRID

$494

COSTA RICA

$486

ROME

$516

RIO

$639

MILAN

$488

TOKYO

$529

ATHENS

$537

BANGKOK

$559

FLORENCE $576

BALI

$599

HONOLULU $219

SYDNEY

$958

Travel
953 Garnet Avenue
Pacific Beach

858-452-0630

GeFA
Fresh With Usf
Chevys Fresh Mex,$ has great Full or
Part Time opportunities for fun-loving
individuals. Enjoy great payrates and tips,
flexible schedules, benefits for all employees
plus all the chips and salsa you can eat!

NOW HIRING

•Servers 'Bartenders
•Hosts/Hostesses
•Bussers 'Line/Prep Cooks
•Dishwashers
Apply in person daily at a
location near you!
Del Mar
2730 Via De la Valle
San Diego
11630 Carmel Mountain Rd.
Mission Vallev
1202 Camino Del Rio North
For mgmt. opportunities fax resume to
510.768.1330 • www.chevvs.com • EOE

WE HAVE FARES THAT DON'T REQUIRE ADVANCE PURCHASE

iv. Wp'JT

FRESH MEX*

Leisure, Arts, Music & Entertainment L.A.M.E.

The 'Age of Aquarius' dawns at USD
Caley Cook • StaffWriter
From outside the doors
of Shiley Theatre, the re
hearsals for the love-trip
musical Hair seem to be
out of sync with the pris
tine palms and conservative
Catholic tradition of USD.
But, "This, folks, is the psy
chedelic Stone Age."
Shiley Theatre's imita
tion of New York's Green
wich Village (circa 1968)
with its controversial ele
ments of drugs, sex and
death will draw you into the
complicated story that is
being reconstructed for the
USD community, starting
in late March.
Penned from the hands
of out-of-work actors
Gerome Ragni and James
Rado, Hair was a frolic
through-the world of free
love, universal peace and
the war torn attitudes of
America's youth in the late
60s. It protested American
involvement in Vietnam
through flag burning, long
hair, nudity and abundant
drug use.
m
• " •'
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The picture that Ragni
and Rado painted in 1968
tells the story of Claude,
played by Jeff Thorn, the
young draftee "who is
Aquarius—destined for
greatness or madness". Not
far behind dances the irreverent
Berger
(Matt
Harrison), the pioneering
Hud (Marques Cook) and
preoccupied Woof (Jim
Bonner). The politically
active Sheila and tragically
pregnant Jeanie round out
the female element. They
are closely followed by the
Tribe, a group of hippies
that belt out tunes better
than anyone ever encoun
tered in New York's East
Village.
Each character's inse
curities and obsessions are
woven carefully into the ad
dictive melodies of Gait
MacDermot, who com
posed the original score.
The characters' obsessions

Broadway, was it a
great success. It ran at
the Biltmore for over
four years and the cur
tains opened to almost
two thousand shows. It
has spawned numerous
web-shrines and con
tinues to be one of the
highest-selling Broad
way soundtracks. It ob
viously struck a chord
of the American psyche
somewhere along the
way, and director
Marilyn Bennett hopes
to strike at it again.
"There is so much
in its messages of
peace, freedom of ex
pression and tolerance
of differences that reso
nates true in our world
today" Bennett said.
"I've put so much into
rehearsals that my
voice has left me, and I
know that everyone
here has put in just as
much effort, if not
more."
Not only have these
undergraduate actors
morphed themselves
into their own indi
vidual
characters,
they've formed a Tribe
of their own.
COURTESY OF PERFORMING ARTS
"Out of this entire
Naked: USD Performing Arts promises to excite the campus with a
experience, I am most
stunning performance of Hair, but will the nudity actually appear?
proud of the cast and
are many. Late in the first act these characters, they would how close-knit we have be
Jeanie gives the audience a understand what a tragic situ come over the last coupje
much-needed run down on ation it really was," Cook weeks," Jenny Bates, in be
the condition of things: said. "The majority of people tween hugs from fellow cast
"Jeanie is hung up on Claude, at USD are of the age where members, said. "Ofir rela
Claude on Berger and Sheila, they could have been drafted. tionships have grown, and we
Sheila on Berger, Berger on There were people our age have become so comfortable
everyone, and Woof on dying over there, and right with each other. The cama
Berger, though he says he's now we take our comfort for raderie is just awesome, even
hung up on Mick Jagger."
granted. It absolutely terri with such a big cast."
Don't let the scripted fies me that I could have been
The success of Hair is
confusion fool you. These sent to war at this age and not highly based on the way that
talented young actors know come back alive."
audiences can connect with
exactly what messages they
The play has been a cult its characters.
want to convey to the audi favorite since its relatively
"Audiences connect with
ence at USD and have unsuccessful off-Broadway Hair because it shows basic
worked hard to polish their premiere at The New York communication between
translation of the piece.
Shakespeare Festival. Only people," Harrison said.
"I think that if people put later, when Hair was moved "Whether it be tragic or
themselves in the position of to the Biltmore Theatre on happy, the audience gets a

glimpse at the strife of the
characters on stage, at their
level."
Similarly, many people
have connected to the tragic
story of Rent, which re
cently took a tour through
San Diego at the Civic The
atre. Many present day the
atre critics regard Rent as
the "Hair of the 90s." Au
diences connect with the
touching plots and mindblowing music of both
plays.
"I still get the chills ev
ery time 1 hear the cast sing
'Let the Sunshine In,'"
Bonner said.
Conservative image or
not, Bennett and her actors
will place their bets on
Hair's successful track
record over the years.
"This is going to be one
of the most creative and
outstanding performances
you'll ever see," Bonner
said. "Our goal is to pass
on the prolific message of
the play to the audience,
and I think we will accom
plish this here in the USD
community, no matter what
the image is."
Hair will run in Shiley
Theatre for two weekends.

Show Times
March 29 - April 1
at $ p.m.
April 2
at 2 pm
April 6 - April $
at 0 pm

For information call x220O.
Tickets available at the USD
box office or at the door.
•*#

Parental Discretion Is advised.

Feature Cover story

Relationship Violence on College Campuses
Its a bigger problem than
.a-™ you might think.

l he VISTA recently learned that the USD Counseling

ter, located in Serra Hall, is open to all students. 1 hey make

Center deals with more cases of relationship violence than

appointments not only for individuals, but for couples as well,

any other problem on our campus. It is apparent that this

Also, it is important to note that although the majority of

epidemic of violence is not exclusive to our campus. A simple

statistics surrounding abuse within relationships show a man as

search for "relationship violence" any given Internet search

the abuser and a woman as the victim, this isnt always the case

engine will return almost primarily with information from

— men can be abused by women. Also, the victim and abuser

collegiate web sites from around the country.

can be members of the same sex.

Much of the following information
was compiled from many of these universities' web sites. This is intended to
explain the extent of the problem of rela
tionship violence, identify the common
characteristics and traits of abusers, and
offer suggestions on how to identify, pre
vent or cure an abusive relationship.
If you are in an abusive relationship
and would like help, the Counseling Cen-

Relationship violence in
college - the statistics
21 to 53 percent of college
students have experienced at
least one incident of dating
violence (1990)
50 to 75 percent ofcollege women
experienced some form of
sexual aggression in a dating
relationship (1995)
Women from 19 to 29 are more
likely to be abused by a
partner than women in any
other age group.
(Adapted from the Student Affairs
web site ofPenn State University)

Warning signs - how to identify a potential
abuser
Excessive jealousy and possessiveness: isolates or spies on you,
doesn't want you to have friends.
Desire to control: decides who you can talk to, where you can go,
who you can see
Severe mood changes: tendency to loose temper quickly. This is
often followed by expressions of sadness, depression, and even
romance
Forced sex: if the person makes you afraid to say no, or makes you
do things you don't want to
Tendency for violence in other relationships. For example, brag
ging about hurting odier people or settling things with violence.
Domination: thinks you should be more submissive, while they
have more control

(Adapted from the Columbia/Bernard Rape Crisis!And I iolence Sup
port Center web site of Columbia University)

The "cycle of violence" - the key charac
teristic of relationship violence
A mutual dependency exists between the abuser and the vicThe potential victim does something the potential abuser
views as wrong
Abuser attempts to stop the victim's behavior with threats.
The victim may argue back
Abuser makes a "last straw' decision that the situation is

Are you in an abusive relationship? Abuse is likely to
occur and/or escalate if any of the following are true
about your relationship.
Your partner has... called you names, put you down, or humiliated you in
private or public
threatened or intimidated you
pressured you or forced you to have sex
said its your fault when he/she hurt you
has withheld approval, appreciation or affection as a form of punishment
continually criticized you or yelled at you
ignored your feelings regularly
ridiculed or insulted your most valued beliefs, your religion, race, class or
sexual preference
manipulated you with lies
displayed jealousy or harassed you about imagined affairs
insisted that you dress the way they want
taken away car keys or money
subjected you to reckless driving
thrown objects at you
abused pets to hurt you
pushed, slapped, bit, kicked, choked or punched you when you did something
against their wishes, such as trying to leave
raped you or subjected you to other violent or degrading non-consensual sexual
acts
threatened to commit suicide if you leave

(Adaptedfrom the Columbia/Bernard Rape Crisis/Anti-Violence Support Center
web site of Columbia University and drDrew.com)

intolerable
Abuser's inhibitions of hurting partner disappear and com
mits assault
The victim submits as a survival mechanism
The abuser apologizes, promises to make things better. (This
part of the cycle tends to disappear as the violence contin
ues)
Over time, the cycle repeats more rapidly.

(Adapted from the Student Affairs web site of Penn State Uni
versity)

How to stop an abusive relationship. - There
are many measures that can be taken to stop an abuser,
The severity of the measures taken to stop abuse in a
relationship will depend on the particular situation.
Ask for help from family, friends or other members of the
community you trust
Seek advice and help from the University's counseling center
Join a support group
Many universities offer an "administrative directive" which
will mandate that a student cannot have unauthorized con
tact with another student
If the situation warrants more severe measures, legal options
may be taken. These include...
criminal charges, which could result in arrest and trial
restraining orders, in which the abuser would be arrested if
they were to violate the terms of the order

.(Adapted from the Student Affairs web site of Penn State Univer
sity and the Columbia/Bernard Rape Crisis/Anti-Violence Sup
port Center web site of Columbia University)
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Famous U.S. Womens' Alpine Ski Team Diet

During the non-snow off season the US Womens' Alpine Ski
Team members used the "Ski Team" diet to lose 20 pounds in two
weeks. That's right - 20 pounds in 14 days! The basis of the diet is
chemical food action and was devised by a famous Colorado
physician especially for the US Ski Team. Normal energy is
maintained (very important) while reducing. You keep "full" - no
starvation - because the diet is designed that way. It's a diet that is
easy to follow whether you work, travel or stay at home. (For men
too!)
This is, honestly, a fantastically succesful diet. If it weren't,
the Us Womens' Alpine Ski Team wouldn't be permitted to use it!
Right? So, give yourself the same break the US Ski team gets. Lose
weight the scientific, proven way. Even if you've tried all the other
diets, vou owe it to yourself to try the US Womens' Alpine Ski Team
Diet. That is, if you really do want to lose 20 pounds in bW> weeks.
Order today! Tear this out as a reminder.
Send only S8.95 - add . 50 cents RUSH service to:
MIDWEST ASSOCIATES, 3318 S. Glenstone, Suite 308, Springfield,
MO 65804. Don't order unless you expect to lose 20 pounds in two
weeks! Because that's what the Ski Tea Diet will do.
©1999
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Toreros make early exit from big dance
USD falls

Jeff Seeker •

Notre Dame on St. Patricks Day t

Sports Editor

For the past couple of
weeks everything seemed to
be going USD's way. After
finishing fourth in regular sea
son West Coast Conference
play, the Toreros put together
a memorable run to win the
league championship and re
ceive an automatic berth in the
NCAA Tournament.
But last Friday night, the
Toreros good fortune suc
cumbed to an even greater
power, "the luck of the Irish."
The second-seeded University
of Notre Dame used surperior
height, skill, and some lucky
green uniforms to defeat USD
87-61 on St. Patrick's Day.
The fifteenth-seeded Toreros
who were making their first
tournament appearance since
1993, dropped to 17-13 on the
year.

"We were disappointed we
lost," said freshman guard
Kerry Nakamoto, "but we were
very happy just to be there."
The win advanced Notre
Dame to the second round of the
playoffs, and set a school record
in the process with their 22nd
straight win at home.
Leading the way for the
5th-ranked Fighting Irish was
All-American center, Ruth
Riley. Riley, who was also the
Big East Defensive Player of
the Year, scored a team-high 14
points and added five rebounds
despite playing limited minutes
with foul trouble.
The story of the game,
however, was height. Notre
Dame, which was taller than the
Toreros at nearly every position,
scored a large portion of their
points on second chances as

they outrebounded USD 3219.
"We were really at a height
disadvantage and it really hurt
us when we tried to double
team them down low," said
center Jessica Gray.
The Fighting Irish also
shot 64% from the field and
60% from behind the arc.
USD, on the other hand, went
just 8-21 from three point
range.
The game was a lot closer
than the score indicates, espe
cially in the first half. The
Toreros overcame a 10-1 defi
cit to start the game and used
tenacious defense to keep the
game close until intermission.
USD was able to pull
within nine with just under 10
seconds remaing in the first
half. Notre Dame forward,

Kelly Siemon, put back a
missed shot as time expired to
give the Irish a 42-31 advan
tage heading into the locker
rooms.
"We played right with
them for most of the game,"
said Gray. "We got it down to
nine points and then that girl hit
the shot as time ran out which
really hurt our chances."
The loss did not over
shadow the performances of
three seniors who were playing
in the final game of their col
lege careers.
Susie Erpelding, USD's
all-time leading scorer, scored?
19 points to give her 1510 for
her career. Gray, who was a
first team All-WCC performer,
grabbed her 281 rebound to set
the single season Torero record.
She, however, was only able to

score eight points, six below
her season average, before
fouling out with just under
five minutes to play.
Senior forward, Marie
Perez-Barris, also turned in
a strong finale going 4 of 7
from the field and 6 of 6
from the free throw line to
score a season high 16
points.
"It was a great experi
ence for all of us," said
Nakamoto. "Just making
the tournament passed ev
eryone else's expectations
for us. We knew we could
do it all along and this just
gives the younger girls
something to look forward
to next year."
Maybe then, some of
that luck will swing the
Toreros way.

Toreros spring breaking with seven games
on the west coast
Mike Amundson

• Special to the Vista

The USD Toreros men's
baseball team celebrated the
spring break vacation winning
four of seven games against
St. Mary's, USC, and the Uni
versity of Portland.
In the first weekend the
Toreros hosted the Saint
Mary's Gaels in a three-game
conference series. USD took
two out of three from the Gaels
after splitting a doubleheader
on Saturday.
In the first game the Gaels
relied on some late inning he
roics by Jason Waugh to win
8-6. Waugh blasted a grand
slam off of reliever Ricky
Barrett in the ninth inning to
get the win.
Starter Jared Hemus was
tough on the Gaels allowing
three hits and giving up only
one run while striking out ten
through six innings.
In the night cap, USD
jumped out to an early lead

scoring three runs in the first
inning off of Gaels starter Ja
son Morgan-Voice. Greg Sain
homered to left-center field and
was followed by a RBI double
from Joe Lima and a RBI base
hit from Dave Wright.
The Gaels bounced right
back scoring three runs off of
Torero starter Kevin Gray in the
third inning. Mike Amundson
came in to relieve Gray in the
fourth and dominated the rest of
the way allowing two hits and
no runs.
USD bounced back ahead
in the sixth inning when David
Wright singled to left scoring
Alan Leuthard. Joe Lima would
add two insurance runs in the
seventh inning with a one out
single to right center.
Sunday's third and final
game of the series saw Ryan
Hamilton mow down the Gaels,
striking out 11 in seven and
two-thirds innings while allow

ing two runs and scattering
eight hits. Hamilton earned his
fourth victory of the season in
the 7-4 win.
In the third inning Joe
Lima rocked a fly ball to Gaels
center
fielder
Kazim
Somerville. Somerville lost the
ball in the sun and Lima took a
trip around the bases for his
first inside-the-park home run
of the year.
On Tuesday USD hosted
the 12th-ranked Trojans of
Southern California for a
double-dip in which the
Toreros split decisions again.
The morning game was an
offensive romp for the Toreros.
USD was led by Josh Harris
and David Bagley who each
had three RBIs in the 10-4 vic
tory.
Bagley collected his first
career home run, a two run shot
in the fourth inning off Trojan
starter Ronald Flores to give

the Toreros a 6-0 lead. USD
got three strong innings from
Aaron Wilson to earn the vic
tory.
In the evening game, USC
edged the Toreros 5-3 in a hardfought match up.
USC scored two runs in the
first inning when Justin Gemoll
knocked a triple off the right
field wall. The Trojans were
then aided by a solo homerun
from Alberto Concepcion in the
second inning.
USD tied the game up in
the sixth inning when Marty
Hayes scored Alan Leathard
from third base on a base hit
up the middle off of Rik Cou
rier.
USC then took the lead de
spite a strong performance
from Reliever David Waters.
Waters made one bad pitch on
the day and Josh Self of USC
sent it 310 feet over the left
field fence. USC scored again

in the eighth to put the game
out of reach.
In the final spring break
weekend the Toreros traveled
to Oregon for a three game
conference series with the
Portland Pilots but weather
cancelled Saturday's contest.
USD still managed to
split Friday's doubleheader
taking the second game.
USD did battle with the
elements in the morning game
but suffered the loss while
committing six errors. Jared
Hemus started the game for
the Toreros but was unable to
earn the victory.
The second game was a
much closer battle that saw the
lead exchanged three times.
Ryan Hamilton took the

see

Baseball
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The LA Clippers are America's team
America just doesn't know it yet

Dominic Mucciacito • Spores Editor
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I know a Clippers fan.
As unbelievable as that
sounds, it is true. I know a
Clippers fan. Well, I don't
actually know him. But, 1
have heard from a reliable
source that he exists.
I don't actually know
that he is a Clippers fan, but I
heard a rumor. Rumor has it
that he not only watches all
the televised Clippers games,
but he does it of his own free
will. Imagine that! It does
require some imagination.
So, I would also imagine
that he roots for the Los An
geles Clippers through thick
and thin (mostly thick) like
any loyal fan would. He
probably scouts the top col
lege talent so that he can recognize who the Clippers
won't draft.
He probably knows all
the big name free agents who
won't be recruited by the
Clippers in the off-season.
He may even know that after
the regular season ends, the
top eight teams from each
conference play in something
called "the playoffs" and an
NBA champion is eventually
crowned.
Well, he probably
doesn't know much about
this. In their 30-year team
history, the Clippers have
won a playoff series. By "a
playoff series, " I mean they
have won one.
Not like the NBA Finals
have anything to do with be
ing a Clippers fan. To a Clip
pers fan, the NBA Finals are
just NBC programming that
gets in the way of "Just Shoot
Me" reruns. Which is prob
ably what most members of
the Clippers organization say
routinely.
Still, it surprises me that
more fans don't jump on the

bandwagon now that America's
darling Chicago Bulls are a
bust. The post-Jordan NBA is
a power vacuum where teams
who never had a chance now
play on national television.
There are no more power
house franchises or nail-biting
rivalries to market. The days
of the dynasty are in the rearview-mirror and the league is
struggling to reestablish a
clean-cut image after the last
year's lockout. This is a good
time to reconsider why the Clip
pers are still just a punchline in
stead of an NBA ambassador.
Maybe we have taken this
perennial loser thing too far. As
Americans, don't we tend to
pull for the underdogs? Aren't
we supposed to be suckers for
the long shot? Don't the Clip
pers proudly wear our national
colors?
Make no mistake. It takes
a special breed of basketball fan
to stay loyal to the Clippers.
They don't get any respect be
cause they don't really deserve
any. As bootom dwellers they
almost always have a high draft
pick in the June lottery. Yet the
Clippers seem to find a way to
botch that too. Does anyone
remember Terry Dehere, Bo
Kimble and more recently Mike
Olowokandi?
Although it seems like LA's
'other team' has been losing
games since the fall of the Ro
man Empire, they haven't. Ac
tually their first loss came
shortly after the Louisiana
Purchase.As. that die-hard Clip
pers fan could tell you, 'even a
blind dog stumbles across a
bone once in a while.'
Before they were the
Clippers they were the Buffalo
Braves. The Braves entered the
NBA as an expansion franchise
in 1970 and qualified for the
playoffs by only their fourth
season.
The Braves posted three
consecutive winning seasons
from '73 to '76 highlighted by
their playoff victory over the
Atlantic Division Champion
Philadelphia 76ers. That series

win remains the only one in the Crunch logo between your
franchise history. It would be number and the Gaglianelo
fifteen years before the team Grasshopers logo!
played another game in the
In the Clippers final game
post-season.
of the 1993-94 season, San AnIn '78 the Braves relocated tonio Spurs center David
to San Diego and became the Robinson scored 70 points to
Clippers. The change in scen win the scoring title. Two
ery did not translate into wins weeks ago, Laker Shaquille
on the basketball court. While O'Neil celebrated his 28th
in San Diego the team birthday by scoring 61 against,
struggled to keep their starters guess who? The Clippers.
in the lineup and their fans in
Unfortunately for the
the seats.
struggling franchise the future
After signing an aging Bill is not promising. According to
Walton to a seven-year contract the new labor agreement struck
in '79 he injured his foot and by the Players Union, rookie
would play in only 14 games contracts are now limited to a
overthe next three years.
three-year term. This means
With losses mounting and that even if the team's draft
attendance falling, the team isn't a bust, (as it appears to be
was sold to billionaire Donald in the case of Maurice Taylor
T. Sterling for $13.5 million in and Lamar Odom) these play
'81.
ers can jump ship when their
Sterling vowed to turn the
franchise around and keep the
Clippers in San Diego. Soon
after, a series of billboards were
posted around town bearing
Sterling's face and the mes
sage: "I will make you a win
ner."
Apparently San Diego
didn't believe him and atten
dance at the Sports Arena
plummeted to record lows,
even for the Clippers. At one
point, the team was offering
tickets to six games for $6, but
San Diegans still stayed away.
By '84, the team was
gone and the NBA has never
returned to San Diego.
Sadly, the city would rather
have no team than be the
home of the Clippers.
The team hasn't
fared much better in Los An
geles. The Clippers have man
aged only one winning season
in the last sixteen years.
In '89, the Clippers se
lected Duke's Danny Ferry
with the second pick in the
draft. Instead of joining the
team Ferry opted to play for a
team in Italy in protest. Ferry's
ploy worked and the Clippers
traded him two weeks later. As
if playing in a Clippers uniform
is worse than wearing a Nestle

three-year penance, I mean
contract, is up. The Clippers
have become the league's farm
system for grooming young
talent.
But none of this should
hurt their chances of becom
ing America's team. Sure,
they don't play in America's
finest city anymore. Sure,
they haven't won a playoff
series since '76 when they
weren't even called the Clip
pers. And sure, they could
probably move back to Buf
falo and call themselves the
Bills and no one would notice.
Attendance is down.
Television ratings are down.
The Clippers are down... and
out. So jump on the band
wagon! That Clippers fan
must be onto something spe
cial.

Susie Erpelding says farewell to a great career Highlights
Danielle Papageorgiou

o
• Sports Writer

Senior Susie Erpelding very well," said
ended her USD basketball ca Erpelding. Since the
reer with a sense of accom team
lost
to
plishment and satisfaction.
Pepperdine twice the
Although the team was previous season, it
defeated by the #2 seed Norte made it even more
Dame in the NCAA Tourna special to beat them
ment, Erpelding felt honored to advance to the
to be there among an elite NCAA Tournament.
group of athletes.
"After this huge
"I felt disappointed about victory, our team
the loss, but 1 didn't want to wanted to celebrate,
loose sight to how far we had yet we knew that we
come," said Erpelding.
had to focus on our
The USD women's bas next step, which was
ketball team made a stunning winning our next
performance with a 68-51 vic game,"
said
tory over Pepperdine for the Erpelding.
West Coast Conference Tour
As one of 30
nament Championships at teams that received
Santa Clara a couple of weeks an automatic bid by
ago.
winning its confer
Erpelding scored 10 ence tournament,
points and played demon de USD again headed to
fense much of the game on the NCAA tourna
Pepperdioe's Rasheeda Clark, ment, just like the
team in 1993.
the WCC Player of the Year.
"We played very well
However, this is
both offensively and defen where USD wanted
sively during the tournament," the comparisons to
end. The Toreros
said Erpelding.
The Toreros maintained wanted to take their
defensive intensity all 40 min game further.
Unfortunately
utes preventing Pepperdine
TED DONOVON
from generating any momen for the USD Toreros,
they came up short Farewell: Erpelding drives to the hoop during one of her final games in a
tum.
Pepperdine shot 27 per on the scoreboard. Torero uniform.
cent from the field in the sec Erpelding scored 19
ond half and went 0-for-8 on points, but it was not enough
career at USD.
"To finally advance to the
to win the game.
three-pointers for the game.
"I was happy to go to the NCAA tournament and to fi"It was our goal to win, but
A
big
reason,
Pepperdine's Coach Trakh it was a tough match up be NCAA tournament because I nally have the team suceed as
conceded, was USD's de cause Norte Dame was ranked felt a sense of accomplish- ^ a whole, is what truly com
#5 in the nation and they were ment," said Erpelding.
pletes my career," said
fense.
Throughout her career, Erpelding.
The Toreros avoided let much taller and bigger girls,"
Erpelding received several in
As far as Erpelding's fu
ting Pepperdine get more than said Erpelding.
It was a very emotional dividual awards but she still ture goes, she plans to try out
a four-point lead at any time.
"Our team had a good time for Erpelding because it felt like something was miss for the or would be happy
playing overseas as well.
game plan and we executed it was the end of her basketball ing.

Softball

Upcoming Baseball
Games

Mar. 24
Mar. 25
Mar. 29

Pepperdine
Pepperdine
UCLA

2 p.m.
11a.m.
2 p.m.

Men's Tennis
*AII home games
are in bold letters.
t

Mar. 23
Mar. 25

Northwestern 1:30 p.m.
Colorado
12:30 p.m.

Mar. 24-25

SDSU Tournament

Women's Tennis
Mar. 25

USC

12p.m.

Crew
Mar. 25

OCC Berg Cup

Golf
The Toreros captured first
place at the Kauai Collegiate
Cup in Kauai, Hawaii this past
weekend edging Western
Kentucky and Penn State for
the top honors.
USD, who won this tour
nament a year ago, finished
with a team total of 868 in the
the
54-hole event at
Princeville Resort.
Junior
RYAN
H AN R ATT AY led the way
placing second individually
with a score of 216. Sopho
more
CULLEN
BRASFIELD finished in a
tie for fourth with a total of
217
while
teammate

PATRICK HAWKINS

placed sixth with 218.

Women's
Tennis

Top ranked ZUZANA
LESENAROVA was at it

once again by winning both
her singles and. doubles
matches to lead USD to a 6-3
win over Hawaii.
After winning her singles
match 6-2, Lesenarova
t e a m e d w i t h KATARINA
VALKYOVA in doubles for
a 8-2 victory.
The Toreros also received
a strong performance from
H E A T H E R
POLUMBUS who won
both her matches as well.

Baseball
continued from pg 13
mound for USD and fired
seven innings at the Pilots al
lowing just one run.
In the eighth, Mike
Amundson came in to close the
game but faltered allowing
four runs on two doubles.
In the top of the ninth
Kevin Reese came up big for
the Toreros blasting a three run
home run with two outs to tie
the game.
Ricky Barrett finished up
the game firing two scoreless
innings at the Pilots. The
Toreros then scored in the tenth
inning to win the game 6-5.

ITickles your funny bone

rt A Hna
takes a breath after Spring Break
With Spring Break
trailing close behind in our
collective rear-view mirror,
my mind is led towards
thoughts of travel and vaca
tions. I gained a lot of per
spective on the whole
Spring Break thing this
year. Along with my best
friend, Spoon, I traveled
across the country and
learned what life is like on
the left side of the map,
where it's mostly warm; and
in the middle, where it's
mostly completely frozen. I
never made it as far as the
right side but it was so cold
in the middle, I was happy
with how far east I ventured.
Baseball players,
birds and college students
have the right idea- more
south equals more happy in
the winter and early spring.
They may be dumb jocks
but if you notice baseball
preseason is not in Minne
sota and Wisconsin. Col
lege students may...well
drunk during Spring Break,
but if you notice the big par
ties don't happen to be in
Minnesota or Wisconsin ei
ther.
There is anything
wrong with Minnesota or
Wisconsin (or the rest of the
far north and Midwest).
They should, however, be
banned because they are re
ally only livable for about 3

hours a year, right in between
the stifling arctic winds and
snow and the searing heat and
humidity. OK, maybe there is
something wrong with them.
So, where do we all go
(by all, I don't mean abso
lutely everyone but I mean all
of my friends who left me to
freeze in freaking Indiana)?
We go to Florida or Mexico
(unless we're poor, then we go
to our parents' homes and be
gin to redefine "freedom.")
The cruel truth is that the
weather there isn't necessarily
beach-able until later in the
spring. So what happens? We
pay our $200-500 or so to go
to these tropical paradises. We
do nothing but sit in hot tubs,
eat, drink and scrounge des
perately for someone of the
opposite sex (of the same sex,
who am I to judge?) with
whom we can create some
spectacular Spring Break
memories with.
The key to Spring Break
is that the most beautiful, in
teresting girl rubbing her butt
against you on some Mexican
dance floor is only beautiful
for three reasons; you're
drunk, she's lying and you're
on vacation (so everything is
more exotic). It's not that
she's from the same town as
you, but you just never met.
She has a friend who is from
there. She's from Bakersfield.
And she might be a man.

Then we go home and do
three things to those memo
ries: embellish, embellish and
embellish. We embellish so
much we could make a week
end fisherman blush.
But be there are lots of
other things to do besides go
on one of those trips if you are
from USD. It's nice here. We
don't need that kind of
weather because we have that
kind of weather. If you go to
school in Minnesota or Wis
consin, you need that kind of
weather.
For people at USD, some
of us go seek out snow. Some
of us go skiing. Some go to
Yosemite like f did last year.
Yeah really pretty, but how
much can you really enjoy
something when it is so cold
and snowy that you not only
don't shower for a week, you
don't remove your bottom
three layers for a week?
Spoon and I went to
Disneyland last Monday. I
thought it would be a perfect
day to go. A weekday: no
crowds. No. There were
crowds. There were millions
of actors hired to act like com
plete idiots who never learned
to walk in a crowd; because
there is no way people could
really be that stupid. But
somehow the happiest place
on Earth did indeed turned out
to be just that/ Mr. Toad and
his wild ride came through just

like they did when I was
seven. My churro was once
again, the greatest one I have
ever had. Indiana Jones and I
barely escaped that big ball.
And that reminds me of
the next leg of my Spring Ad
venture. Indiana. Have you
ever been to Indiana? Have
you ever been to South Bend,
Indiana? In the middle of
March. I hope it's nicer at
other times of the year because
that place is a pit. I can only
pity all those little kids in
grammar school in LA who
thought Notre Dame would be
the greatest college ever be
cause there football team
"ruled." Because now, their
football sucks and all they are
left with is a frigid cold and
some gray buildings on a plane
so flat that the locals talk about
the "altitude" on the third
floor.
So our women's hoops
team lost to Notre Dame on
St. Patty's day, who is fifth in
the country. Getting there was
99% of the amazing accom
plishment and when it was all
said and done, we came home
and went to the beach. They
went home and poured salt on
their driveways. So I say con
gratulations to our ladies for
their play and for their deci
sion to not go to school in
what may as well be Antarc
tica.
And one last thing about

flying. I have a complaint
about the whole flying safety
thing. If they can make my
seat become a flotation de
vise, if they can make the
door become an inflatable
slide, why can't they make
the plane turn into a boat? If
after a loss of power the
lights on the floor can stay
lit, why can't they make the
whole plane out of whatever
they make those lights out
of? If the black box always
survives, why isn't the whole
plane made out of it? Why
is it called a "water landing,"
or an "emergency landing?"
Where I come from that is a
crash. We are not afraid of
landing, or even of falling,
what we are afraid of is
crashing. Call a spade a
spade. If they like euphe
misms so much, why don't
they call it a "submarine
maker," or a "manned mis
sile"?
But on a happier, less
cynical note, most of Mexi
can bar stories I have heard,
and the Yosemite stories, and
the Notre Dame stories and
flying stories, have had
happy endings. This leads
me to believe that I clearly
am, and everyone I know
clearly is immortal and can
do no wrong, so we should
have Spring Break next
week too and I'm gonna pee
on a Mexican cop.

Write. Design. Be creative.
Work for the Vista.
For more information, stop by UC114B.
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ture, Camping, Mtn Biking, Ropes/Climbing: Sailing/Waterskiing; Roller
Hockey; Rocketry, A & C, Drama, Radio, Video. Campus Interviews We$i.,
April 5. Please call 1-888-549-2963 or e-mail wayneboys@aol.com.
ATTENTION: Fraternities, Sororities, Clubs, Student Groups. Need
to earn $ 1,000-$2,000 for a student organization? CIS, the original fundraiser
since 1995, has the solution with an easy three-hour fundraising event.
Accept no imitations. Dates are filling quickly! Contact us for immediate
results at 888-698-1858 or apply on line at fundraisingsolutions.net
HELP WANTED. Echolink Interactive, an Internet company, is look
ing for part-time customer support and quality assurance for an online fan
tasy baseball game. Wc are looking for 2-3 energenic people who have a
passion for the Internet and online fantasy sports game. Requirements are as
follows: extremely computer literate (mostly PC, some Mac), knowledge of
the Internet and AOL, strong interest in sports and experience with online
fantasy sports games, excellent written & verbal communication skills, atten
tion to detail, willingness to learn. We offer flexible hours (approx. 20/week)
for day, night and/or weekends. Hourly wage $6-$8/ hour. Please apply online
to careers@echolink.net.

Camp Wayne for Girls - sister half of brother/sister camp in Pennsylvania
(6/20-8/18/00). We're back! We have recruited great staff from San Diego and
want you to have the most memorable summer of your life. Directors for Athlet
ics, Gynastics, and Nature/Camping as well as instructors for:
Tennis, Team Sports, Ropes, Self-Defense, Gynastics, Aerobics, Cheerleading,
Swimming, Sailing, Waterskiing, Fine Arts and Crafts, Piano, Photography, Gui
tar, Video, Group Leaders. On Campus Interviews April 8th. Call 1- 800-2793019 or e-mail campwayneg@aol.com.
Roommate Needed: Shared bedroom in 5 bedroom house. Relaxed atmo
sphere, one block from the beach on Devon Court. Shared utilities, female only.
Please contact Katie or Cheryl at 858-488-3254.
GET THE HELL OUT OF HERE! Mexico, the Caribbean or Jamaica $250
round trip, Hawii $119 one way, other workdwide destinationa cheap. Book tick
ets on line at www.airtech.com or call 800-575-TECH.
Tutors Needed for: Languages, Math, Science, History. $12-$20 per hour.
Renaissance Tutors: 619-291-2844.
Place you classified as here. Contact Lena at 619-260-4714

I

WhATeVer yOu WaNt,
yOu LL FiNd.
Whether you compute, account, construct, market, manage, sell, heal or engineer, you'll find an outlet
for your calling in the Union-Tribune Classifieds. Every week, you'll find more than 10,200 jobs.
And once you land the job, you'll have the bucks to buy the rest of the package — the car, the house and
all the stuff to fill the house. And when you end up with too much stuff, we can help with that too.

Try our Sure Sell ad: 2 lines, 7 days, $25. We guarantee you'll sell it, or get 7 days free.
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IMRec Intramurals & Recreation

Mustangs meet match
The coolest team name is set to face the most popular team online!
Russ Flynn

• Target Flag Football

The playoffs got underway
in the Flag Football league just
before spring break. Four
games were played and four
shutouts were recorded. Sur
prise, surprise, the Tacklers are
in the championship, recording
another shutout. But the first
game Tuesday night was be
tween the B-BaHed Captains
(Randee) and Team Rudy. The
Captains continued their sur- *
prising season with a 14-0 win
in the first round of the play
offs against Team Rudy. Luke
Grunberg was the star of the
game on defense for the Cap
tains. His four interceptions
were the reason Team Rudy
couldn't get the ball in the
endzone. Grunberg contributed
to the offense as well when he

scored a touchdown on a pass
from Ryan Keller. Ingrid
Christiansen passed for the
other touchdown, which was
scored by Matt Buser. Those
two scores were enough for the
Captains to gain the victory
and move one game closer to
the championship. Just
Barnum had one interception
for Team Rudy. And again this
week, Amanda Vaughan
wanted her name in this article.
This time she stole some of the
flags, which are necessary to
play flag football. I apologize
for calling her a cheater in the
last article because it is clear
now that she is just a petty
thief.
After securing the win
against Team Rudy, the Cap-

IMREC

Catherine Fontecha and Brianna
Barr are in search of their the rare
IM double.

tains would meet the Tacklers
to decide one of the two teams
going to the championship.
Needless to say the Tacklers
continued to steam roll their
way to the free t-shirts that
awaits the champions. Once

Leagues Closing
Friday
These are the fi
nal leagues of our
Spring 2000 season.

Play IMS

Sign up early so that you don't miss out! Dave
"Punky" Brook'ster" handles all of our late en
tries for us. Don't let Punky dispose of your
team, sign-up early.
IMREC

Co-Rec Volleyball
Play Days: Mondays 7-11
Length: 4 weeks plus playoffs

Men's Softball
Play Days Tuesdays 6-11
Length: 4 weeks plus playoffs
4-time defending champion, Old
Timers have already registered!

Co-Rec Softball
Play Day: Wednesday from 6-11pm
$25 per team
At least 5 men and 4 women are needed to
play.

Don't miss out!

again opponents failed to score
against the Tacklers defense
who beat the Captains 20-0.
Going into the championship
the Tacklers have yet to give up
a single point this season. Kris
Eggert had help on defense this
week as Brian Rosario and
Catherine Fontecha, as well as
Eggert each had interceptions
to lead the Tacklers defense. On
the offensive side of the ball
Mike Marsicola passed for
three touchdowns. Eggert,
Rosario, and Diron Mobley
(who seems to make a spec
tacular, one-handed, diving
catch every game) were the recipients of those passes.
Fontecha added two points
with a 10-yard rush on the ex
tra point. The Captains were
virtually nonexistent out on the
field with everyone on their
team fail to make the score
sheet. Randee Moll did make
some very nice catches for the
Captains though.
The third game of the night
featured the "coolest intramu
ral sports team name" Mus
tangs and the "yet to score a
single point all season"
Freakshows. The Mustangs did
not disappoint as they advance
in the playoffs by winning 210. The Mustangs first touch
down was all they needed. Joe
McCarthy threw a bomb to Jer
emy Devich. Devich could
have easily walked into the
endzone for a 60-yard score
because the Freakshows had
literally fallen asleep. Instead
he wisely and very unselfishly
called to MaryAnn Cane.
Standing on the one yard line
Devich pitched the ball to Cane
who, being a girl, got nine
points for the Mustangs instead
of the usually six points the
guys get when they score.
Devich also passed for one
touchdown. Mike Rivera of the
Freakshows did have an inter
ception, but that wasn't enough

to stop McCarthy from getting
into the endzone two times.
McCarthy's second touchdown
of the game came off of an in
terception in which he ran
around avoiding tacklers for
what must have been two or
three minutes. He was too
quick for the Freakshows and
ended up running the intercep
tion back 50 yards for the final
touchdown of the game.
In the final game of the
night D Nutz stomped on the
SigEp/Kappa team. Michelle
Anderson of the SigEp/Kappa
team could only watch in
agony, knowing the she could
have helped her team to a win
if she had not been sidelined
with broken fingers.
Bobby
Strohm's three sacks were not
enough to stop D Nutz's of
fense lead by Carlos Pineda.
Pineda passed a touchdown and
an extra point as well as scor
ing a touchdown and an extra
point. Roman Aja and Guille
Esquivel passed the other two
touchdowns to lead D Nutz.
But the star of the game was
Josh DeGonia on defense.
DeGonia had six interceptions,
resulting in a shutout and a win
for D Nutz. DeGonia also
added his own touchdown for
D Nutz who will play the Mus
tangs in the next playoff game.
The winner of that game will
meet the ever-ready Tacklers in
the Championship.
X

Five Most Popular Teams
Online

1. D Nutz - Football 1342
2. SigEpl - Football 274
3. Free Agents - Soccer 234
4. ISO Superstars - Soc 219
5. Team Poop - Frisbee 104
To receive votes for your
team, go to our website, select
your sport, then leagueand
click on the "rankings" link on
the top right.

Poop takes #1 rank into
week 3 Can they be stopped?
Scott Bergen •

Ultimate

Team Poop has the kind
of magic that can rarely be
seen in any athletic venue.
They have synergy, but they
don't need it. With the midseason addition of the impos
ing Brian Kieffe and with the
new system of offense they
are running, there seems to be
no stopping them. Last week,
they went up against the #3
ranked Scooper (a tireless ri
valry) and obliterated the
sorry Scoopers while keeping
up with team captain Scott
Bergen's prediction of a 15+
margin of victory season.
Second seed, and return
ing Poop upsetters for the
championship, The Persua
sion took on Les Girls and
crushed them. Persuasion shut
out the ladies. It was ugly, but
let's look at the facts. Persua
sion had 6 guys and Les Girls
only had 5 girls at the start,
but Persuasion would not play
even 5 on 5. After getting a
sizable lead, they run up the
score and even started to play

ICP

quite physically. Team Poop
has declared revenge on Per
suasion for their treatment of
the ladies, especially the Future
Mrs. Keiffe and Ms. Nicole
Angle. Carolyn Caretto threat
ened to "fight any one of those
'bad guys' if I ever see them on
the street." John Wilkes,
Persuasion's Captain and
"mouth" retorted, "watch your
back Caretto. You don't know
who you're dealing with."
The other games saw
Scarface nearly brawl with Jah
Love and neither team did any
thing very spectacular on the'
field. Sig Ep showed up this
time, but their opponents
didn't. They are 1-1 with out
having stepped on the field. I
have a feeling they will be very
very bad when they do though.
Chain smoking in warm-ups
doesn't help.
That is all the news that is
fit to print for now. The sched
ule for this week can be found
online. Get your tickets now
because there are some great
battles. Game of the week:
Poop vs. Scarface. Rusty Davis

find the Dornmo'c Logo

plays a #3 and a #2, leaving
them with a total of 14. Per
suasion plays a #8 and a #1,
leaving them with a total of
23!
4

IM Team name
of the Week!

^

Men's Basketball's

Guamanian
Socialists

Contest
Find this logo online, and
click on it! The logo is
hidden somewhere on one
of our active pages. After
clicking it, send us the
email. All entries will be
entered into a drawing for
two large Dominos pizzas !
Entries close next Tuesday
morning!

Close second, Mustangs

3-pointers!
For the first time in Intramural history there is a three-point
line! The game has changed quite a bit, scoring is up, but teams
are getting a little over-anxious. "Everybdy on both teams
lauched a three, one guy even hit the roof," explained first year
referee Peter Hamann. The first three-pointer in IM history was
made by Jason Weller of
Maxim. Weller will go
down in IM history as
the "Man who changed
the game forever!"
- For tfyose wonder
ing, resident BMOC,
Vic Cruz, has yet to
launch a three.

getting it done without Powers

Yes, it was two weeks, but the second week of
men's and women's volleyball was a great success
and a lot of fun. With only eight teams in each
league, and a three-week there is no room or time
for forfeits!
This week's action saw a few good games. The
best game of the week was a re-match from the fol
lowing week between the Spikers and Roofed. (By
the way, playing the same team is the result of selfscheduling and not IM scheduling) Roofed put up a
great contest and won the first game behind the play
of Corey Fox who by far had the best performance
of the week with 14 kills. He was not enough how
ever, to defend against the Spikers who came back
to win the next two games 15-9, 15-5. The Spikers
also had an outstanding performance by Kevin
Scully who ended up with 10 kills. It is highly pos
sible that we might see these teams in the finals.

Kevin says

takes his one pony show into
Poop-ville in order to stay
above .500. Poop will try to fin
ish it early to get back in time
to see tfie Zags beat Purdue.
Check out the current
rankings to see where your
team lies and who you're gun
ning for. The rankings are
based on wins/losses, point dif
ferential and strength of sched
ule.
Come on out to the Valley
field this Thursday for week
two from 6-10pm. The current
Strength of Schedule Ranking
is as follows (sum of rank of
opponents, the lower the bet
ter):
1: Les Girls (1+ 1=2)
2: Scooper (4+1=5)
3: Scarface (3+5=8)
4: Team Poop (6+3=9)
Voulez (1+8=9)
6: Jah Love (8+3=11)
7: Sig Ep (5+7=12)
8: Persuasion (7+7=14)
Persuasion can shut out any
one they want, but until they
start playing higher seeds than
7, their ranking ain't going
anywhere. As it stands for the
two top contenders, Poop

can

In other men's action ICP beat the Dominators 15-3, 15-6 with a good exhibition by Chris
Goodwill with 5 kills and 4 aces. 3-L had a tough
time against the Eliminators but held on to win
15-9, 16-14 behind a usually consistent Jason
Zielinsky who had 9 kills. And in the final men's
game of the week, the USD Law Idiots beat JAM
15-7, 15-8.
In the women's games, Alpha Phi 1 is do
ing surprisingly well in the first two weeks of
play. They are helped by their powerful serves
of Erin Christensen and Val Lopez. Erin had 6
aces and Val had 5 as their team beat the Karch
Kiraly's 15-13, 15-6. In other games, both Las
Gatas and 4 Girls on the Floor put up expected
wins. Las Gatas beat the ADPi Lions 15-3,15-9
and 4 Girls on the Floor overcame great play by
the ADPi Diamonds to beat them 15-10, 15-9.
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Women's Volleyball players shake hands after an exciting
match. Playoffs begin next week!

www.intpamunals.com/acusd

had a good break
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When things get messy, a
it's usually time for
a change.
w

LIFE CAN GET MESSY...BAD RELATIONSHIPS, TOUGH CIRCUMSTANCES, LACK OF PURPOSE.
FORTUNATELY GOD DOESN'T REQUIRE US TO DEAL WITH LIFE IN ISOLATION WE CAN LIVE
OUR LIVES CONNECTED TO HIM, ACTUALLY RECEIVING GUIDANCE FROM HIM. WE CAN
START OVER WITH A CLEAN SLATE .START DOWN A NEW ROAD...
AND BEGIN TO REALLY LIVE.
HAVING A RELATIONSHIP WITH JESUS CHRIST DOESN'T MEAN LIFE SUDDENLY BECOMES
SMOOTH. LIFE HAS ITS CHALLENGES. BUT WE DON'T WALK IT ALONE. FIND OUT WHAT
GOD CAN DO IN YOUR LIFE. FOR YOUR FREE ARTICLE, THE SOURCE OF A CHANGED LIFE,

call: 260-1292 [off campus] ash for Shannon or Heather
or
uisit: Campus Crusade Bible Study on Changed Liues: Tuesday
nights 6-1:30 p.m. in Cuyamaca 101

